SUPPORT THE ARTS IN OKLAHOMA

**OUR MISSION**

For 33 years the Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition has grown and developed Oklahoma's visual arts community through education, promotion, connection, and funding.

---

**THE OKLAHOMA VISUAL ARTS COALITION NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT THIS GIVING SEASON!**

---

**GIFTS OF $2,000 CAN**

Provide 1 Creative Projects Grant

Our grants support the creation of new artwork, send artists to workshops, provide needed equipment, and much more!

---

**COLLECTOR MEMBERS OF $1,000**

Commissions one artist to create a piece for $500

This community supported art (CSA) program commissions one Oklahoma artist to create a unique work of art annually for collector members who have the option of making monthly payments at this membership tier!

Deductible amount: $500

---

**GIFTS OF $500 CAN**

Provide one Student Fellowship Award

Our Student Fellowship Award recognizes exceptional merit in the visual arts and is selected annually by a regional curator.

---

**GIFTS OF $250 CAN**

Provide 24 Works on Paper to a rural location

24 Works on Paper is an exhibition of works by living Oklahoma artists that travels across the state to 10 locations, 8 of which are rural communities.

---

**GIFTS OF $100 CAN**

Provide Art Focus at 2 distribution locations

Our quarterly publication, Art Focus Oklahoma is free at more than 50 distribution locations around the state. It highlights the arts and the work being made by Oklahoma artists.

---

“Thank you to OVAC for commissioning me to create this artwork in their collector membership program. It was an honor to be asked and I hope the patron likes this piece as much as I do!”

- Maddy Witt, CSA artist 2021
BECOME A COLLECTOR
COMMISSION AN ARTIST AND SUPPORT OVAC FOR ONLY $84 A MONTH!

Yes! I will support the Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition!

$ _____________

Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________
Credit Card # __________________________
Exp __________________________ CVV __________________________
Email __________________________
Phone __________________________

Yes ______ No ______
I want to become a collector member
I would like the 100% tax deduction

Thank you for supporting artists in Oklahoma!

“OVAC’s community supported art (CSA) program is a great opportunity for art lovers to connect with contemporary artists on the forefront of the Oklahoma art scene. We love our unique pieces from this program each year and it is amazing to support both an artist and an organization at the same time!”

Jon Fisher, Collector member since 2018

WE BELIEVE

• Art is essential
• Art provides value
• Art raises the quality of life
• Art creates a positive economic impact

Jon and Amy Fisher in their home with their CSA pieces

SUPPORT OVAC
BECOME A COLLECTOR
Growing and developing Oklahoma’s visual arts community through education, promotion, connection, and funding.

Mail to: Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition
1720 N Shartel Ave, Ste B
Oklahoma City, OK 73103

QUESTIONS? CALL 405-879-2400
GIVE ONLINE AT OVAC-OK.ORG

LEARN ONLINE AT OVAC-OK.ORG